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Abstract. This study explores an approach that simultane-
ously estimates Antarctic mass balance and glacial isostatic
adjustment (GIA) through the combination of satellite grav-
ity and altimetry data sets. The results improve upon pre-
vious efforts by incorporating a firn densification model to
account for firn compaction and surface processes as well as
reprocessed data sets over a slightly longer period of time.
A range of different Gravity Recovery and Climate Exper-
iment (GRACE) gravity models were evaluated and a new
Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) surface
height trend map computed using an overlapping footprint
approach. When the GIA models created from the com-
bination approach were compared to in situ GPS ground
station displacements, the vertical rates estimated showed
consistently better agreement than recent conventional GIA
models. The new empirically derived GIA rates suggest the
presence of strong uplift in the Amundsen Sea sector in
West Antarctica (WA) and the Philippi/Denman sectors, as
well as subsidence in large parts of East Antarctica (EA).
The total GIA-related mass change estimates for the entire
Antarctic ice sheet ranged from 53 to 103 Gt yr−1, depend-
ing on the GRACE solution used, with an estimated uncer-
tainty of ±40 Gt yr−1. Over the time frame February 2003–
October 2009, the corresponding ice mass change showed
an average value of −100± 44 Gt yr−1 (EA: 5± 38, WA:
−105± 22), consistent with other recent estimates in the lit-
erature, with regional mass loss mostly concentrated in WA.
The refined approach presented in this study shows the con-
tribution that such data combinations can make towards im-
proving estimates of present-day GIA and ice mass change,
particularly with respect to determining more reliable uncer-
tainties.
1 Introduction
Over the past decade, there has been general consensus
within the glaciological and geodesy communities that the
ice sheet of Antarctica is currently experiencing a signifi-
cant loss in ice mass on the order of tens to hundreds of gi-
gatons (1 Gt= 1012 kg) per year (Chen et al., 2006; Rignot
et al., 2008; Horwath and Dietrich, 2009; Jacob et al., 2012;
Shepherd et al., 2012). For Antarctica, the mass change es-
timates from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) have large uncertainties associated with them due
to a number of inaccurately known input models (Thompson
et al., 2004; Seo et al., 2008; Gunter et al., 2010). Of these,
the dominant error comes from the inaccurate knowledge of
glacial-isostatic adjustment (GIA), which is the deformation
of the solid earth due to the slow return of mantle material
that was displaced by the changing ice–ocean load during the
last ice age (which peaked globally ∼ 21 kyr ago). The fact
that the GRACE mission can only observe the total gravi-
tational accelerations acting on the mission’s twin satellites
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means that GRACE measurements are not able to distinguish
between accelerations due to mass changes caused by the
loss/gain of ice from those accelerations caused by the GIA-
induced surface uplift. As a result, the effects of GIA are typ-
ically removed in the data processing using modeled values;
however, the uncertainty in current GIA models is also on the
order of tens of Gt yr−1, or on the same scale as the estimated
ice mass change (Gunter et al., 2009; Horwath and Dietrich,
2009; King et al., 2012; Velicogna and Wahr, 2013). This
is due to the very sparse (in both space and historical time)
geophysical and climatological data available for Antarctica,
which are required to constrain historical changes in ice his-
tory and hence GIA models. This uncertainty in the GRACE
estimates makes the monitoring and prediction of current
mass loss trends much less reliable and highlights the need
to make improvements in the determination of the GIA and
ice-mass change signals.
An alternative to forward modeling present-day GIA is to
estimate present-day uplift (Wahr et al., 2000) from instru-
ment observations. One approach to accomplishing this in-
volves supplementing GRACE data with estimates of ice el-
evation (satellite altimetry) and bedrock uplift (GPS). The
addition of the altimetry products is particularly important
because they track absolute volume changes, as opposed to
the absolute mass change measured by GRACE. While these
are two completely different observables, they are comple-
mentary and permit the separation of the GIA and ice mass
loss, given knowledge of ice/rock densities. This is pos-
sible because the large density contrast between rock and
ice, as well as the large differences in their respective vol-
ume changes, allows the altimetry products to better iso-
late the volume/mass changes associated with surface pro-
cesses, e.g., glacial thinning. For example, if a given re-
gion has decimeter-level annual glacial thinning in addition
to mm yr−1 uplift in the solid-earth due to GIA, the altime-
try would predominately observe the height changes due to
the glacial thinning; however, the corresponding (large) mass
change from the small solid-earth uplift would be clearly ob-
servable from GRACE. Previous studies have demonstrated
the feasibility of this approach (Wahr et al., 2000; Velicogna
and Wahr, 2002), with the first real-data combination pro-
duced by Riva et al. (2009). As a joint estimation problem,
GIA and ice mass change trends are simultaneously com-
puted, creating a self-consistent set of estimates. In addition,
as a data-driven approach, the errors of the input data sets
can be used to generate realistic and spatially varying un-
certainties of the resulting GIA and mass change estimates
through standard error propagation techniques. In the time
since the first real-data combination was achieved, several
major improvements to the methodology and data sets have
taken place, resulting in new estimates of Antarctic GIA and
ice sheet mass balance that this paper seeks to highlight.
New contributions of this study include the use of up-
dated data from GRACE and the Ice, Cloud and land Ele-
vation Satellite (ICESat) mission, which have both recently
undergone a complete reprocessing that has noticeably im-
proved the data quality compared to previous releases. For
the GRACE data, a range of both unconstrained and regular-
ized solutions are evaluated to better categorize the impact
that different processing strategies can have on the results.
The ICESat data was processed using a recently developed
technique involving the use of overlapping footprints (OFPs).
The approach was first developed by Slobbe et al. (2008) for
a study of the Greenland ice sheet, but has not been applied
previously to Antarctica. The OFP approach was expanded
and improved for this study, and made use of the latest release
of ICESat data (R633). The OFP method has many benefits
over standard repeat-track and crossover techniques, and is
particularly well-suited to Antarctica due to the high den-
sity of laser shots available. The technique also allows for
the independent determination of the systematic campaign
biases which are present in the ICESat surface height rates, a
critical aspect when considering long-term ice sheet volume
changes.
Another important contribution of this study is the use
of a firn densification model (FDM) that estimates spatial
and temporal variations in firn layer temperature, depth, and
mass, and which also accounts for penetration, retention, and
refreezing of meltwater. Most similar studies to date have re-
lied on a simplified density assumption to convert altimetric
heights to mass, often just a constant value. For many re-
gions which experience highly variable accumulation rates
as well as glacial thinning and high GIA rates a constant sur-
face density assumption significantly misrepresents the true
surface characteristics.
Finally, the GIA component of the data combination
was compared against vertical height displacement measure-
ments collected from a network of dozens of permanent GPS
ground stations. Such comparisons allowed the various data
combinations to be evaluated, both with each other as well as
against state-of-the-art GIA models.
This paper will assess the impact of these new develop-
ments on the GIA and ice mass change estimates of Antarc-
tica, as well as provide an outlook for future investigations.
As will be shown later, the resulting GIA models compare
favorably with other modeled estimates, but do suggest some
areas, such as the Amundsen Sea sector, may be experiencing
much higher uplift rates than previously predicted.
2 Methodology
The underlying methodology used to combine the altimet-
ric and gravimetric data sets is adapted from earlier work
by Riva et al. (2009), summarized here for convenience. In
short, the technique relies on the fact that satellite altimetry
measurements primarily observe surface processes, such as
accumulation and ablation, whereas the mass change mea-
surements from satellite gravimetry are sensitive to the mass
change of both GIA and surface processes. By exploiting the
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difference in density between ice/snow, ρsurf, and the solid
earth, ρrock, the following relationship can be established
which relates the vertical height rates of GIA, h˙rock, to the
mass, height, and density values for a given location.
h˙rock = m˙GRACE − ρsurf · h˙ICESat
ρrock − ρsurf (1)
A 400 km Gaussian smoothing is applied to ensure the vari-
ous components in Eq. (1) have the same spatial resolution,
but this is only done after elements with equivalent resolution
are first combined (including terms in both the numerator
and denominator). For example, the multiplication of the sur-
face density and ICESat height rates is done before applying
the smoothing, since these two grids have approximately the
same spatial resolution. The smoothing of the GRACE data
helps reduce the noisiness of the solutions, but undoubtedly
attenuates the signal magnitude. That said, the geolocation
of the peak signals should not be significantly affected, and
the total mass change should remain the same after smooth-
ing, since the Gaussian filter simply redistributes the signal
and conserves the total mass. This redistribution is also why
a 400 km extended integration zone (off the coastline) was
used when computing total mass change estimates. How the
surface and rock densities are treated will be covered in the
next section, along with the consideration of elastic effects.
3 Data sets
Several data sets are used to perform the combination as well
as validate the results. For this study, the total mass change
estimates were derived from GRACE and the surface height
trends derived from ICESat. The properties of the surface,
i.e., surface mass balance (SMB) and firn layer changes, were
taken from Antarctic climate and firn densification models.
The solid earth densities were assumed to be 4000 kg m−3
for land, transitioning to 3400 kg m−3 under the ice-shelves,
consistent with Riva et al. (2009). The physical reason for
the lower density value in the coastal areas (in particular un-
der the largest ice shelves) is twofold. First, GIA also induces
sea level changes, meaning that geoid changes over the ocean
will be due to the movement of both rock and water masses.
Second, ocean loading will affect the evolution of GIA it-
self, which has been extensively discussed by Simon et al.
(2010). Only the surface heights and surface processes over
the grounded ice sheet were used, since these changes do
not contribute to mass change over the ice shelves, while the
GRACE data were used over both land and ocean regions.
The time period under investigation covers the entire ICESat
mission period, from February 2003 to October 2009.
3.1 Gravimetry
The GRACE mission has collected data on the time-variable
nature of Earth’s gravity field since its launch in March 2002.
A number of research centers produce monthly gravity field
models, using different processing methodologies. A range
of gravity models are examined in this study, including those
generated by the University of Texas at Austin Center for
Space Research (CSR), the GeoForschungsZentrum (GFZ),
and Delft University of Technology (TUD). Both RL04 and
RL05 solutions were evaluated when available, as well as
regularized solutions, i.e., those solutions applying additional
spatial filtering or other processing methods to the standard
L1 or L2 data products released by the GRACE Science
Data System (SDS). Future references to GRACE “uncon-
strained solutions” refer to the standard monthly gravity field
models provided to the public by the CSR and GFZ that
have not had such regularization applied. Degree one coef-
ficients were added to all solutions using values generated
from the approach of Swenson et al. (2008) (using RL05
GRACE data), and the C2.0 harmonics were replaced with
those derived from satellite laser ranging (Cheng and Tapley,
2004). For the RL04 models, the secular trends that are re-
moved from select zonal coefficients were restored (see Bet-
tadpur (2007) for more details), as these rates are believed
to mostly represent the effects of GIA (Cheng and Tapley,
2004). These zonal rates are not removed in the RL05 data
processing scheme, so no adjustments were needed for the
RL05 models.
For all solutions except the Delft Mass Transport (DMT-
1b) models produced at TUD (Liu et al., 2010), which use
a specialized method for the trend estimation (Siemes et al.,
2013), a linear trend was estimated using least squares for
each harmonic coefficient across the entire time series of
monthly models (again, covering only the time period from
February 2003 to October 2009). The trend was co-estimated
with a bias, annual periodic, and tidal S2 (161 days) pe-
riodic terms. Earlier studies (Seo et al., 2008) indicated
that additional aliasing may occur at other tidal frequencies,
e.g., K2 (1362.7 days); however, an investigation into these
showed that only S2 showed a noticeable influence on the
long-term trends over Antarctica, particularly for the newer
RL05 solutions. Evidence for this is provided in Fig. S1
in the Supplement, which shows the amplitude of the esti-
mated K2 periodic signal in units of equivalent water height
(EWH) computed from both a representative GRACE solu-
tion (CSR RL04 DDK3 in this case) and the 330 km Gaussian
smoothed SMB estimates from the regional climate model
(see Sect. 3.3). The fact that the majority of the areas with
larger amplitudes in the GRACE solution (Fig. SM1a) are
spatially correlated with those seen in the SMB estimates
(Fig. SM1b) suggests that the signal seen in the GRACE data
is genuine mass variability at this frequency.
For the unconstrained CSR and GFZ solutions, the es-
timated long-term trend was then de-striped using an ap-
proach similar to that outlined by Swenson and Wahr (2006),
but with the filtering parameters described by Chambers and
Bonin (2012). Even though these parameters were created
with ocean applications in mind, the choice of polynomial
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Fig. 1. Long-term mass change trends in units of EWH computed from the following GRACE solutions: (a) CSR RL04, (b) CSR RL04
DDK3, (c) CSR RL05, (d) CSR RL05 regularized, (e) GFZ RL05 DDK5, (f) DMT-1b.
degree (5th order for RL04, 4th order for RL05) and starting
degree and order (12 for RL04, 15 for RL05) were found to
perform better than other alternative parameters tested, and
were therefore used for this study. No de-striping was ap-
plied to any of the regularized solutions or to any of the other
data sets (altimetry, climate, etc.) used in the combinations.
Several sets of regularized solutions were included in the
analysis, to examine the potential impact that different spa-
tial filtering techniques may have on the final results. This
included the Wiener-type filter described by Kusche (2007),
which was applied to the RL04 (DDK3) and RL05 (DDK5)
solutions for both the CSR and GFZ. A recently developed
set of filtered solutions developed by Save et al. (2012), uti-
lizing an L-curve method with Tikhonov regularization, was
also evaluated (named here “CSR Reg”). Finally, for the
DMT1-b solutions, the anisotropic filtering method devel-
oped by Klees et al. (2008) is applied after the long-term
coefficient trend is estimated (along with bias, annual, and
S2 terms).
In total, 10 different GRACE solutions were evaluated,
with the geographical plots for a representative selection of
these cases shown in Fig. 1. The plots for all 10 solutions can
be found in Supplement Fig. S2. As can be seen, the trends
for nearly all solutions are quite similar; however, some vari-
ations can be seen in terms of the magnitude and resolution
of finer features. As will be seen later, these variations will
have an important influence of the outcome of the estimated
GIA and ice mass change values from the data combinations.
3.2 Altimetry
The ICESat mission was the first Earth-orbiting laser altime-
ter and, while no longer operational, it was able to collect
valuable information on the long-term (multi-year) surface
height change of Antarctica over a period which directly co-
incides with when the gravity data from GRACE was col-
lected. The surface height change trends used for this study
were computed using the latest release (R633) of ICESat
data (Zwally et al., 2011), and were computed using an ap-
proach involving OFPs, similar to that described by Slobbe
et al. (2008) for Greenland. This is the first time the OFP ap-
proach has been applied to Antarctica. The technique is well
suited for observing long-term trends at a high spatial res-
olution, since the co-location of the laser shots used in the
height change estimates does not rely on interpolation and/or
surface approximations inherent in other techniques, such as
crossover and repeat-track analysis. The technique is particu-
larly useful for height change studies in Antarctica due to the
high density of laser shots from the near-polar orbit of ICE-
Sat. The data processing uses a set of editing criteria to re-
move outliers, and estimates a custom set of inter-campaign
biases, the details of which are outlined below.
3.2.1 Overlapping footprint approach
The basic principle of the OFP approach is illustrated in
Fig. 2a, where an overlapping footprint pair is defined as any
two individual ICESat laser shots whose ground footprint
have at least some overlapping area. The technique described
by Hughes and Chraibi (2011) was used to determine if the
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a) b)
Fig. 2. Illustration of (a) an ICESat overlapping footprint (OFP) pair
and (b) near-neighboring shots.
ellipses characterizing any two laser shots physically over-
lapped, as well as the percentage of overlap if they did. The
two laser shots can come from any two ICESat campaigns
and are not restricted to ascending or descending tracks;
however, OFPs within the same campaign are excluded in
this study due to the higher uncertainties they introduce. The
height change (dh) from an OFP pair is divided by the time
difference (dt) of the two shots to compute a height change
rate (dh/dt). To reduce the impact of slope effects, the degree
of overlap can be used as an editing criterium so that the cen-
ter of the two footprint ellipses is as close as possible. This
option will be used in the next section when estimating the
inter-campaign biases.
To find potential OFPs, the maximum radius for each cam-
paign (the footprint radius is not constant over time) is first
determined based on all available shots. Any two shots whose
centers are closer than the total sum of their respective cam-
paign radii were considered OFP candidates. Depending on
the shape and orientation of the two laser footprints, it is pos-
sible that two footprints can be close enough for their cir-
cumscribing circles to overlap without the actual footprint
ellipses overlapping, as illustrated in Fig. 2b. These neigh-
boring shots in Fig. 2b offer the same information content
as those in Fig. 2a, since the shot centers are still within
twice the (maximum) semi-major axis distance from each
other in both scenarios. As such, the ICESat-derived sur-
face height trends used later include these neighboring shots,
termed here “near-neighboring” (NNs) shots, to distinguish
them from the physically overlapping OFPs. Approximately
151 million total OFP/NN shots were used, of which 76 mil-
lion were NNs. Unless otherwise noted, future references to
OFPs will imply that both OFP and NN pairs are included.
The original full set of R633 laser shots used in the anal-
ysis was edited using standard quality flags as well as other
criteria, such as the use of only single peak shots, a maximum
gain value of 150, and a maximum co-elevation angle of
0.45◦. In addition, any dh/dt values computed from individ-
ual OFP/NN pairs greater than 12 m yr−1 were excluded, as
this is assumed to be larger than most known glacial thinning
or ablation processes (Pritchard et al., 2009). A linear trend
in time (without annual terms) was fit using least squares
across all (dh, dt) pairs satisfying the editing criteria within
20× 20 km area blocks, with the uncertainties determined
by scaling the formal error from the least squares regres-
sion by the estimated variance of unit weight (EVUW) com-
puted from the post-fit residuals (Strang and Borre, 1997).
This EVUW scaling also helps to account for errors due to
any seasonal variations that might be present. The estimated
dh/dt values from this process are shown in Fig. 3a, with
the corresponding uncertainties in Fig. 3b. When integrated
only over the grounded ice sheet, using the boundaries de-
fined by Zwally et al. (2012), the total volume change is
approximately −109± 68 km3 yr−1. Most of the largest un-
certainties are located in areas of steep topography, frequent
cloud cover, and/or poor measurement sampling, and include
regions such as the Transantarctic Mountains, Amundsen Sea
sector, and the Antarctic Peninsula, among others.
3.2.2 Estimation of campaign biases
The ICESat laser shots are known to have a systematic bias in
them that can introduce cm-level errors if neglected (Gunter
et al., 2009). To minimize the effect of these campaign-
specific biases, an approach to estimate their magnitude was
adopted using a low-precipitation zone (LPZ) in East Antarc-
tica (EA), along the same lines as Gunter et al. (2010)
and Riva et al. (2009). While other techniques exist in the lit-
erature to estimate these campaign biases (Urban and Schutz,
2005; Siegfried et al., 2011; Ewert et al., 2012; Borsa et al.,
2014), use of the LPZ offers several advantages as a cali-
bration zone. First, the LPZ is one of the driest places on
Earth and gets very little precipitation and, hence, surface
height change. Second, it is a large area, which helps im-
prove the reliability of the results. The region is also local
to Antarctica, whereas many other techniques are based on
regions in other parts of the world. Finally, the density of
ICESat ground tracks is highest in the polar regions, mean-
ing many more observations can go into the estimation of the
biases. The exact region used to estimate the campaign bi-
ases is shown in Fig. 4 and was derived using output from
the regional climate model to be discussed in Sect. 3.3. In
particular, the region corresponds to an area that is estimated
to have less than 21.9 mm EWH yr−1 of average yearly solid
precipitative flux, a value chosen by trial-and-error to create a
continuous low-precipitation zone that is sufficiently isolated
from areas of steep topography.
Using this LPZ, a select set of ICESat measurements were
used to precisely estimate the biases. One of the advantages
of the OFP approach is that the degree of overlap between
two laser shots can be tuned to a specific range. With a higher
overlap criterion, the shots have more coincident ground cov-
erage, but at the expense of reducing the number of OFPs
used, since fewer shots will satisfy the criterion. For the de-
termination of the campaign bias, it was important that the
shots involved in the OFPs have high levels of overlap, to
reduce any potential errors caused by changes in the surface
topography within the footprint area. As such, the OFPs used
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Fig. 3. (a) ICESat dh/dt estimates from the OFP approach and (b) corresponding uncertainties.
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for the bias estimates were required to have at least an 80 %
overlap with one or both of the laser shots. In addition, any
dh values greater than 1m were considered outliers and ex-
cluded (this overlap and dh editing criteria were only used
for the determination of the campaign biases). A time series
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the ICESat campaign biases determined over
the LPZ for each individual campaign (grey), the median value
(cyan), and the median minus the surface deformation (blue) pre-
dicted from the firn densification model (FDM; magenta).
of the least median of squares of the remaining dh values was
created, using each campaign as a reference, for a total of 18
different bias profiles (gray lines in Fig. 5). For example, the
bias profile using campaign 3b would consist of dh values
from the OFP combinations 1a–3b, 2a–3b, 2b–3b, etc. The
mean of each profile was removed before taking the median
value at each time step (cyan). To investigate the influence
of possible accumulation or compaction in the LPZ, the firn
densification model (Sect. 3.3) was used to predict any sur-
face change of the firn. The model did suggest a small surface
lowering over the LPZ, on the order of −0.15 cm yr−1 (ma-
genta), and this value was removed from the median values to
arrive at the final campaign bias estimates (dark blue) shown
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Fig. 6. (a) Firn densification model (FDM) surface height velocities and (b) corresponding uncertainties.
in Table 1. Standard deviations for each campaign bias are
also provided in the table. There is a small amount of varia-
tion in the biases from campaign to campaign, but the overall
trend on the bias estimates is 1.58± 0.08 cm yr−1. This is
generally consistent with the earlier 2.0 cm/yr bias estimates
computed using mean sea surface comparisons (Gunter et al.,
2009) as well as other estimates in the literature (Urban and
Schutz, 2005; Siegfried et al., 2011; Ewert et al., 2012); how-
ever, these previous bias estimates used earlier ICESat data
releases, so are not directly comparable to the estimates of
this study. The G-C corrections to the ICESat data described
by Borsa et al. (2014) were not applied, as this is a rela-
tively new development, but since the biases computed for
this study are calibrated to the LPZ, this should not have a
significant influence on the results assuming the G-C correc-
tions essentially manifest themselves as campaign dependent
biases (e.g., as shown in Table 1 of Borsa et al., 2014). Also
note that because the mean was removed from the individual
profiles the values represent the bias offset with respect to
the midpoint of the ICESat mission lifetime. The estimated
biases were removed from the individual laser shots involved
in the height change calculation for each OFP, i.e., before the
trend-fitting by blocked area discussed in the previous sec-
tion.
3.3 Climate data
In order to separate the deformation caused by surface pro-
cesses (ice, firn) from those of the solid-earth (GIA), both the
volume and mass change of the ice sheet needs to be known.
There are many complex processes at work that complicate
the determination of these quantities, including regional vari-
ations in temperature, accumulation, and firn compaction. To
account for these, the output of the RACMO2 regional at-
mospheric climate model is used, which is driven by the
latest atmospheric reanalysis data from the European Cen-
Table 1. Estimated ICESat campaign biases and uncertainties by
campaign.
Campaign Start Date End Date # Days Bias (m) σ (m)
1a/b 2003-02-20 2003-03-29 38 −0.046 0.017
2a 2003-09-25 2003-11-19 55 −0.057 0.015
2b 2004-02-17 2004-03-21 34 −0.038 0.017
2c 2004-05-18 2004-06-21 35 −0.004 0.047
3a 2004-10-03 2004-11-08 37 −0.053 0.034
3b 2005-02-17 2005-03-24 36 −0.035 0.023
3c 2005-05-20 2005-06-23 35 −0.019 0.024
3d 2005-10-21 2005-11-24 35 0.008 0.020
3e 2006-02-22 2006-03-28 34 0.009 0.013
3f 2006-05-24 2006-06-26 33 −0.002 0.026
3g 2006-10-25 2006-11-27 34 0.020 0.014
3h 2007-03-12 2007-04-14 34 0.015 0.010
3i 2007-10-02 2007-11-05 37 0.012 0.014
3j 2008-02-17 2008-03-21 34 0.031 0.013
3k 2008-10-04 2008-10-19 16 0.043 0.029
2d 2008-11-25 2008-12-17 23 0.029 0.025
2e 2009-03-09 2009-04-11 34 0.045 0.056
2f 2009-09-30 2009-10-11 12 0.037 0.055
tre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), ERA-
Interim, for the period 1979–2010 and run at a horizontal res-
olution of 27 km (Lenaerts et al., 2012). In conjunction with
the time-varying estimates of SMB from RACMO2, which
is the sum of mass gains (precipitation) and mass losses (sur-
face runoff, sublimation, and drifting snow erosion) at the ice
sheet surface, a firn densification model (Ligtenberg et al.,
2011) is also used, which is forced at the surface with the
6-hourly climate output of RACMO2. The FDM provides
temporal surface height changes due to SMB variations, liq-
uid water processes (snowmelt, percolation, refreezing, and
runoff), and firn compaction. Figure 6 shows the total sur-
face height rate, and associated uncertainties, as derived from
the FDM model over the study period. It is important to note
that the FDM of Fig. 6b only represents the surface height
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changes of the firn, and does not reflect changes due to ei-
ther the solid earth or ice dynamics. Furthermore, the mass
change of the firn over time, m˙firn, is derived from the SMB,
which is a separate product generated from RACMO2, al-
though both the FDM and SMB estimates are inherently
linked.
Two basic assumptions were made to account for height
differences that were found to exist between the altimetry
measurements and the FDM. First, the uncertainties of the
height estimates derived from the ICESat and FDM data sets
were defined over each approximately 20 km× 20 km grid
cell as
σh =
√
σ 2ICESat + σ 2FDM, (2)
using the standard deviations shown in Figs. 3 and 6. In or-
der to convert the volume changes derived from the ICESat
data into mass, the density of the volume change needs to
be known. Because RACMO2 only models firn processes,
any negative differences between the ICESat and FDM sur-
faces that were greater than 2σh for any given grid cell
were assumed to be the result of ice dynamics (glacier thin-
ning), and the density assigned to this volume loss was that
of ice (917 kg m−3). Similarly, any positive height differ-
ences beyond the 2σh level were attributed to an underes-
timation of SMB by RACMO2 and given a density closer
to that of snow using a static density profile similar to that
of (Kaspers et al., 2004), illustrated in Fig. SM3. The justi-
fication for the densities assigned to positive height differ-
ences is shown in Fig. 7. This plot shows the derived density
(Fig. 7c) computed from those regions where the (GRACE
– SMB) differences were greater than 20 kg m−2 yr−1 and
the (ICESat – FDM) were greater than 6 cm yr−1. The re-
sulting densities in Fig. 7c are predominantly in the 350–
600 kg m−3 range, with a mean value of 381 kg m−3, sug-
gesting that the use of snow densities for these positive height
anomalies is reasonable. Note that the Kamb Ice stream re-
gion in West Antarctica (WA) was not included in the com-
parisons of Fig. 7. The Kamb Ice stream is a special area
where no ice discharge takes place, and the positive height
change is assumed to be a build-up of ice (glacier thicken-
ing). For this reason, the (positive) height differences in this
area were assigned a density of 917 kg m−3, and the area was
the only location where the default density rules of positive
or negative height differences were not applied. If the height
differences between ICESat and the FDM fell within 2σh,
the height measurements were considered to be within the
uncertainty of the data sets, and the volume/mass of the dif-
ference was neglected. It is important to note that these as-
sumptions only deal with potential residual signal observed
between ICESat and the FDM. The majority of the surface
mass changes come directly from the SMB estimates (i.e.,
m˙firn) derived from RACMO2. As such, the utilization of the
SMB and FDM in the combination approach required a mod-
ification of Eq. (1):
h˙rock = m˙GRACE − [(h˙ICESat − h˙firn) · ρα + m˙firn]
ρrock − ρα , (3)
where
ρα =

917 kg m−3, if h˙ICESat − h˙firn < 0
and |h˙ICESat − h˙firn|> 2σh
ρsurf, if h˙ICESat − h˙firn > 0
and |h˙ICESat − h˙firn|> 2σh
0, otherwise.
(4)
In words, this equation essentially takes the mass change as-
sociated with surface processes and subtracts this from the
total mass change signal observed from GRACE. The re-
mainder represents mass change due to GIA, which is con-
verted to uplift using the assumed rock density (or density
difference between rock and ice/firn, if applicable). The al-
timetry data, combined with the surface height changes from
the FDM, primarily accounts for the changes due to ice dy-
namics, and the SMB model mostly accounts for the mass
changes of the firn, with additional contributions from the al-
timetry when the observed/predicted surface heights from the
ICESat and FDM data are sufficiently different (i.e., > 2σh).
It should be noted that, in the combination, an elastic cor-
rection is made for the load represented by the right-hand
side of the numerator in Eq. (3), i.e., for the surface mass
variations computed from ICESat and the SMB data. This
correction ultimately has a negligibly small influence on the
final results, but is done in the interest of completeness.
3.4 Vertical site-displacements
The output from the combination represented by Eq. (3) is
a vertical rate associated with GIA over Antarctica, hereafter
referred to as the empirical rates. In particular, this rate refers
to the rate of solid-earth uplift due to GIA, as opposed to
the change in the geoid also associated with GIA, with the
subsequent use of the term “GIA rate” implying only this
solid-earth uplift. While a map of these values can be com-
pared against other GIA models in an attempt to assess its
accuracy, an alternative approach is to compare the empirical
rates with those observed by ground-based GPS stations. For
this study, vertical displacement rates for up to 35 GPS sta-
tions were used for the comparisons to be shown later. The
processing of the GPS data followed the approach of Thomas
et al. (2011), and includes data from both campaign and per-
manent stations. Elastic deformation effects were accounted
for using the model of Thomas et al. (2011) based on ice
mass flux observations (Rignot et al., 2008) with the ex-
ception of sites in the northern Antarctic Peninsula where
the elastic model does not accurately reproduce near-field
displacements. In this region, we therefore follow Thomas
et al. (2011) in adopting velocities for the period before 2002
as upper bounds on millennial-scale GIA. At the remain-
ing sites the elastic corrections are generally small (typically
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Fig. 7. (a) (GRACE−SMB) > 20 kg m−2 yr−1, (b) (ICESat−FDM) > 6 cm yr−1, (c) derived density (mean 381 kg m−3).
< 0.3 mm yr−1) due to their location in the far field of the
dominant ice mass changes within the Amundsen Sea coast
and the northern Antarctic Peninsula. Ice mass loading varied
non-linearly over the GPS data period and this is not reflected
in the elastic model, but for sites outside the northern Antarc-
tic Peninsula this loading is largely due to accumulation fluc-
tuations, and they generally induce small and largely site-
specific biases in the elastic model.
Following a similar approach as Whitehouse et al. (2012),
comparisons with the GPS data were done by computing
the weighted root-mean-square of the residuals (WRMS) be-
tween the vertical empirical or modeled rates and those ob-
served from the GPS stations (i):
WRMS =
√∑
wi · (h˙rock − h˙GPS)2∑
wi
, (5)
where the weight,
wi = 1
σ 2GPS + σ 2rock
, (6)
incorporates both the uncertainty of the individual GPS sta-
tions (σGPS) as well as the uncertainty of the GIA estimate
(σrock, described later in Sect. 5.1) at the station location. The
uncertainties for the GPS stations ranged from < 0.3 mm (in-
dicated by large symbols in Fig. 10), to 0.3–1.5 mm (medium
symbols), and > 1.5 mm (small symbols). Additional details
of the comparisons with the GPS displacements will be dis-
cussed later in Sect. 5.
4 GIA bias correction
One of the early observations from the combination re-
sults was the presence of a mm-level bias in the empiri-
cally derived GIA rates. Earlier investigations into this sug-
gested that the cause of this bias could come from several
sources (Gunter et al., 2010). For example, if there exists
a secular trend in the geocenter motion (degree one coeffi-
cients), then any Z component rate would be unaccounted
for in this analysis. The uncertainty in the determination of
C2,0 (related to Earth’s oblateness) from GRACE has been
recognized for some time, and it is why values from satellite
laser ranging are still recommended to be used in place of
those found in the official data products. Any trend or other
inconsistency in the coefficient values used for C2,0 would
translate into a rate bias for Antarctica. Errors in the ICE-
Sat campaign bias could also contribute to the differences
seen, as would any inconsistency in reference frames used by
the various data sets. It is important to note that every 1 mm
of offset in the GIA rates over the entire continent would
translate into approximately 50 Gt yr−1 of solid-earth mass
change, so while the magnitude of the offset is small, its im-
pact on the solution can be significant.
To address the issue of potential offsets in the solutions,
use was made again of the LPZ shown in Fig. 4. The rate of
GIA in this region is expected to be very small, i.e., signifi-
cantly less than the unknown bias offset caused by the vari-
ous sources discussed above. As such, the LPZ is used as a
calibration area, where both the mean surface height change
(Sect. 3.2.2) and subsequent GIA is assumed to be zero in
that region. In terms of a practical implementation, this is ac-
complished by computing the mean value over the LPZ of
the smoothed h˙rock values generated from Eq. (3). This mean
value, termed the “LPZ GIA bias”, is then subtracted from
all GIA values uniformly. The magnitude of the LPZ GIA
bias for each case investigated is shown in Table 2. Subse-
quent references to the empirical GIA rates derived from the
combination approach imply that this LPZ GIA bias has been
removed.
Calibrating the solutions to the LPZ provides a simple but
effective way to deal with the range of bias contributors (i.e.,
geocenter, reference frame, campaign bias, etc.) that are cur-
rently not known at the mm-level or less. Taking geocenter
as an example, it was earlier mentioned that the degree one
coefficients from Swenson et al. (2008) were added to the
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Fig. 8. Estimated empirical GIA vertical rates computed from the combination approach of Eq. (3) and using the following GRACE solutions:
(a) CSR RL04, (b) CSR RL04 DDK3, (c) CSR RL05, (d) CSR RL05 regularized, (e) GFZ RL05 DDK5, (f) DMT-1b.
Table 2. Estimates of the mass change components derived from the data-driven approach. Uncertainties are 1-σ . Also provided is the
maximum spherical harmonic degree and order of the original GRACE solution used.
Max LPZ bias Total est. mass change Ice mass change,
sph. harm. GIA GRACE from GRACE (Gt yr−1) Estimated GIA (Gt yr−1) GRACE – GIA (Gt yr−1)
Solution deg × ord mm yr−1 mm yr−1 EWH EA WA AIS EA WA AIS EA WA AIS
CSR RL04 60 1.8 1.4 57 −71 −13 52 34 87 5 −105 −100
CSR RL04 DDK3 60 1.7 1.0 53 −66 −13 48 40 87 5 −105 −100
CSR RL05 60 1.9 1.7 42 −77 −35 37 28 65 5 −105 −100
CSR RL05 DDK5 60 1.9 1.7 42 −78 −36 37 27 64 5 −105 −100
CSR RL05 Reg 120 1.9 1.7 42 −78 −36 36 27 63 5 −105 −100
GFZ RL04 120 1.7 0.9 64 −62 2 60 43 103 4 −105 −101
GFZ RL04 DDK3 120 1.6 0.6 58 −59 −1 53 46 100 5 −105 −101
GFZ RL05 90 2.1 2.3 41 −86 −45 36 18 54 5 −104 −99
GFZ RL05 DDK5 90 2.1 2.4 39 −85 −47 33 19 53 5 −104 −99
DMT-1b 120 1.6 0.6 41 −58 −17 35 48 82 6 −106 −100
IJ05 33 41 74
ICE-5G 53 48 101
W12a 5 46 51
Riva09 59 33 92
Est. uncertainties 18 6 19 34 21 40 38 22 44
GRACE data, although there exist many alternative estimates
for these coefficients, such as those from Cheng et al. (2011)
and others, which often produce estimates of differing phase
and amplitude. As an illustration, the spatial variability
in the estimated trends between the Swenson et al. (2008)
and Cheng et al. (2011) coefficients can be seen in Fig. SM4,
expressed in units of mm yr−1 EWH. When either of these
degree one solutions is used in the combination approach and
calibrated over the LPZ (i.e., subtracting the LPZ GIA bias),
the end results change by only a few Gt yr−1, as shown in
Table SM1, even when considering the difference between
EA and WA. This provides evidence that the LPZ GIA bias
correction successfully removes the mm yr−1-level biases
present in the degree one coefficients, regardless of which
set of coefficients is used.
The LPZ bias correction also allows each solution to
be compared more equivalently, since the bias contributors
which are removed may be different for each case. The pri-
mary consequence for using the LPZ in this way is that the
GIA solutions created become regional to Antarctica, and
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therefore cannot be used to estimate global GIA effects, such
as the far-field GIA signal from the Northern Hemisphere.
Second, if any genuine GIA over the LPZ does exist, then this
would erroneously bias the empirically derived rates from the
combination approach; however, as mentioned already, any
error of this kind is believed to be much lower than that in-
troduced by the various other (imprecisely known) bias con-
tributors.
5 Combination results
The geographical plots of a select set of the resulting GIA
models created from the LPZ calibration approach are shown
in Fig. 8 (the full set of plots can be found in Fig. SM5
of the Supplement). The corresponding mass change values
are provided in Table 2, expressed in total gigatons per year
(Gt yr−1) and divided into regions representing EA, WA, and
the total Antarctic Ice sheet (AIS), following the grounding
lines defined by Zwally et al. (2012) (extended outwards by
400 km to account for the smoothing). By multiplying the
uplift rates derived from Eq. (3) by the density of rock, the
resulting empirical GIA mass change rates were then sub-
tracted from the total mass change estimated from GRACE
to derive a corresponding ice mass change value, also shown
in Table 2. Since the earlier LPZ GIA bias was estimated
using all components in Eq. (3) (i.e., including SMB, sur-
face heights, and GRACE), in order to compute the ice mass
change estimates in a consistent manner, a separate LPZ
bias was estimated for only GRACE, i.e., the “LPZ GRACE
bias”, the values of which are shown in Table 2 in units of
EWH. Again, this is done to ensure that the mean value of
mass change over the LPZ is set to zero.
As mentioned earlier, the altimetry and climate data were
only used over the grounded ice sheet since the hydro-
static equilibrium assumed for the floating ice shelves would
not introduce any mass changes over these regions. This
means that the GRACE data is primarily responsible for
estimating the GIA signal over the ice shelves. In addi-
tion, the ocean mass change over the ice shelves was as-
sumed to be small compared to the mass changes associ-
ated with the solid earth uplift, so these effects were not di-
rectly treated in this study. To verify this claim, the ocean
mass change over the entire 400 km extended integration
area was computed using the ocean mass change predic-
tions from Bamber and Riva (2010), which includes the ef-
fects of self-gravitation. The total mass change over the en-
tire Antarctic coastal region (i.e., within the 400 km zone)
was only 4.5 Gt yr−1, confirming that the impact is small.
5.1 Uncertainty analysis
Errors in the empirical GIA and ice mass change estimates
from the combination approach were computed using for-
mal error propagation techniques, resulting in what are be-
lieved to be realistic error uncertainties. Where possible, un-
certainties provided for the individual input sources were
used, while for other sources certain assumptions were made,
the details of which are outlined below.
For the GRACE data, the uncertainties were derived using
formal error propagation techniques and the publicly avail-
able calibrated errors provided by the CSR for each monthly
solution, along with the uncertainties provided with the de-
gree one and C2,0 coefficients. The calibrated errors were
first propagated into EWH using the functional model de-
scribed by Wahr et al. (1998). These errors were in turn prop-
agated onto the trend component, using the same parameter-
ization described earlier in Sect. 3.1. Though not shown, the
GRACE errors do have a latitudinal dependency to them, but
for Antarctica they are relatively uniform at approximately
1–1.5 mm yr−1 EWH. It is important to note that the errors
for GRACE are assumed to be the same for all solutions eval-
uated, which is a source of future refinement for the com-
bination approach. The errors for the ICESat trends made
use of the EVUW-scaled uncertainties discussed in Sect. 3.2,
which are shown in Fig. 3b. Note that neither the GRACE
nor ICESat trends account for autocorrelation in their time
series (Ferguson et al., 2004; Williams et al., 2014), so the
uncertainties used here can be considered as lower bound es-
timates. The FDM provided has associated uncertainties, as
shown in Fig 6b; however, the SMB information used to de-
termine m˙firn in Eq. (3) does not have estimated uncertain-
ties, so a standard deviation of 10 % of the value for each
grid point was used as a conservative estimate, similar to
that employed by Rignot et al. (2008). For the rock den-
sities, a standard deviation representing 100 kg m−3 of the
value for each grid point was assumed, representing a 33 %
uncertainty in the difference between the 4000 kg m−3 upper
range used and the average value of 3700 kg m−3 proposed
by Wahr et al. (2000). Likewise, for the surface density value
used when treating the differences between ICESat and the
FDM, a 10 % standard deviation was also used per grid point.
The aforementioned input data uncertainties were then for-
mally propagated using Eq. (3) to generate total uncertain-
ties for the three major mass change quantities (total mass
change, GIA-related mass change, and ice mass change) for
EA, WA, and the AIS. The uncertainties for the AIS were
computed by taking the square root of the sum of squares
of the EA and WA uncertainties. This is consistent with the
analysis done as part of the recent Ice Sheet Mass Balance
Inter-comparison Exercise (IMBIE) (Shepherd et al., 2012),
and is justified by the fact that the primary signals in EA and
WA are sufficiently separated for their errors to be treated
as independent of each other. These results are summarized
in the last row of Table 2, with the geographical variation
of the uncertainties shown in Fig. 9. The GIA uncertain-
ties (1-σ ) over the AIS are 40 Gt yr−1, with the regions of
higher uncertainties located in the areas most expected, such
as the Amundsen Sea sector (ASE) and Wilkes/Adelie Land
(WAL), correlating to the regions of highest uncertainty in
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Fig. 9. Estimates (a, b) and uncertainties (c, d) for the empirically
derived GIA rates (a, c) in mm · yr−1 and ice mass change rates
(b, d) in mm EWH · yr−1, using the representative case CSR RL04
DDK3.
the SMB and altimetry data sets. The ice mass change esti-
mates are relatively well defined for WA at 22 Gt yr−1, with
more uncertainty over EA, due primarily to the much larger
surface area involved. In general, the ice mass change un-
certainties match those of the IMBIE study, as well as other
recent studies (King et al., 2012; Jacob et al., 2012). Uncer-
tainty levels for GIA uplift rates are inherently difficult to
quantify with current modeling techniques, and this is there-
fore one of the strengths of the data-driven approach. A more
detailed discussion on the implications of these uncertainties
on the results will be provided in the next sections.
5.2 Comparisons with GPS ground stations
To gain more insight into the performance of the estimated
GIA rates as well as to ensure an equal comparison with
existing GIA models, the GPS rates were compared to sev-
eral variants of the estimated GIA uplift rates. The first ap-
proach uses the same WRMS calculation as are described
by Eqs. (5) and (6), using the empirical rates corrected with
the LPZ GIA bias described earlier, along with the estimated
GPS and GIA uncertainties. Both the full 35-station set of
GPS stations were used, as well as a smaller subset of 29 sta-
tions. The 29-station subset was chosen to remove the influ-
ence that stations on Graham Land (GRA) might have on the
WRMS calculations as well as on two other stations which
showed vertical rates with large differences (> 5 mm yr−1),
or were opposite in sign, to neighboring GPS sites. GRA is a
particularly dynamic region, and there are many factors that
Table 3. Comparison of estimated GIA rates with GPS vertical
rates, using the uncertainties for both the GPS and GIA uplift rates
in the WRMS calculations.
WRMS
Solution 29-GPS-station set 35-GPS-station set
mm yr−1 mm yr−1
CSR RL04 1.9 2.1
CSR RL04 DDK3 1.9 2.1
CSR RL05 1.8 2.1
CSR RL05 DDK5 1.8 2.1
CSR RL05 Reg 1.8 2.1
GFZ RL04 2.1 2.2
GFZ RL04 DDK3 2.0 2.1
GFZ RL05 1.9 2.2
GFZ RL05 DDK5 1.8 2.1
DMT-1b 1.8 2.0
could impact the comparison of the GPS and derived GIA
rates (Scambos et al., 2004; Thomas et al., 2011). Examples
include potentially strong elastic effects on the GPS stations,
the fact that ICESat is relatively data poor in this region, and
the ability of GRACE to resolve the mass change of narrow
north–south oriented features. The WRMS comparisons for
both sets of GPS stations are shown in Table 3, with the sta-
tions excluded in the 29-station subset designated by square
symbols in Fig. 10.
The results shown in Table 3 are useful for evaluating the
performance of the various individual cases computed from
the combination approach, primarily because the uncertainty
of the resulting GIA rates can be used in the WRMS calcu-
lation. For comparisons of the empirically derived GIA rates
to those from existing GIA models, the uncertainties of these
models are not always available. Therefore, the comparisons
with the GIA models were handled slightly differently, with
the intention of making the comparisons more equivalent.
The individual assumptions and choice of Earth model pa-
rameters for each of the models is different, and again may
result in a bias offset with the observed GPS rates. To ac-
count for these, a bias term was estimated and subtracted be-
tween the GPS and modeled-GIA rates before the WRMS
was computed. This bias was estimated using nonuniform
weights based on the GPS station uncertainties discussed in
Sect. 3.4. A similar systematic bias term was also estimated
for the empirical rates from the combination approach, and
was removed in addition to the LPZ-bias term discussed pre-
viously. As shown in Table 4, the average systematic bias
magnitude is approximately 1 mm yr−1 and has an estimated
uncertainty of ∼ 0.3 mm yr−1, demonstrating the bias to be
statistically significant. The removal of the GPS bias serves
to reduce all solutions to the same frame as the GPS net-
work, and ideally allows the WRMS values computed to re-
flect the spatial correlation with the station displacements and
not additional systematic differences such as global reference
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the 35-station WRMS of the residuals between the vertical rates from the GPS stations and the uplift rates derived
from the following empirical/modeled cases: (a) CSR RL04 DDK3, (b) CSR RL05 Reg, (c) DMT-1b, (d) ICE-5G, (e) IJ05, and (f) W12a.
Note that, for these comparisons, a systematic bias is removed from the empirical/modeled rates with respect to the GPS network (see text
for details).
frame differences or far-field model assumptions. In addition
to the systematic bias correction, because model uncertain-
ties are not provided for all models, only the uncertainties of
the GPS stations were used in the WRMS calculations. This
is equivalent to setting σrock to zero in Eq. (6).
The empirical rates were compared to the rates predicted
from three recent GIA models: the ICE-5G model (Peltier,
2004) 1, the IJ05 model (Ivins and James, 2005), and
the W12a model (Whitehouse et al., 2012)2. The Simon
et al. (2010) revision of the IJ05 model was used (full sea-
level equation and global ocean loading) with no Antarc-
tic continent load change since 800 BP. Also included in
the comparisons were the results from the earlier study
by Riva et al. (2009), termed here Riva09. As before, com-
parisons were made using both the full 35- and 29-station
data sets. The results are listed in Table 4 and show both the
original WRMS and bias-corrected WRMS values. For the
GIA rates derived from traditional modeling techniques, it
is recognized that the choice of different earth, ice-loading,
or other parameters will result in more than just a uniform
bias correction, and the errors involved may have some spa-
tial variability; however, without more detailed knowledge
of these variations, it was felt that removing these first-order
effects with a bias correction was more appropriate than not
correcting for any systematic differences at all. Note also that
the WRMS values shown for Riva09, IJ05 and ICE-5G are
1www.psmsl.org/train_and_info/geo_signals/gia/peltier/
2www.dur.ac.uk/pippa.whitehouse/
corrections to the values shown in Thomas et al. (2011), and
partially repeated in Whitehouse et al. (2012), due to an error
in their WRMS calculations (the updated values do not affect
the ranking of these models in these earlier works). To visu-
ally examine the differences, a selection of three empirical
solutions representing the various GRACE processing vari-
ations (CSR RL04 DDK5, CSR RL05 Reg, and DMT1-b)
are plotted in Fig. 10 alongside the three GIA models, with
all figures representing the 35-station case after adjustment
for the systematic bias. For reference, plots of the original
unadjusted GIA models can be found in Fig. S6 of the Sup-
plement.
5.3 Discussion
Several observations can be made when examining the re-
sults of the combinations and the comparisons with the GPS
vertical displacements. First, the spatial pattern of the em-
pirically derived rates is mostly similar across all solutions,
with most of the variations involving differences in magni-
tude. For example all solutions indicate sizeable uplift in WA
and a slight degree of subsidence for most of the EA interior.
Similar patterns of subsidence are also observed in the W12a
and IJ05 models. The same can be said for the uplift beneath
the Filchner Ronne Ice shelf (FRIS) and Ross Ice shelf (RIS).
The magnitude of this uplift does vary depending on the so-
lution considered (including models), but in general the ge-
ographical location of the signal is common to all cases. It
is worth noting here again that any height changes over the
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Table 4. Comparison of estimated GIA rates with GPS vertical rates, using only uncertainties for the GPS uplift rates in the WRMS calcula-
tions.
29-GPS-station set 35-GPS-station set
Systematic Bias-corr. Systematic Bias-corr.
Solution WRMS bias WRMS WRMS bias WRMS
CSR RL04 1.7 1.3 1.2 1.9 1.2 1.5
CSR RL04 DDK3 1.7 1.3 1.1 1.9 1.2 1.4
CSR RL05 1.6 0.9 1.4 1.8 0.8 1.6
CSR RL05 DDK5 1.6 0.9 1.3 1.8 0.8 1.6
CSR RL05 Reg 1.6 0.9 1.3 1.8 0.8 1.6
GFZ RL04 2.1 1.5 1.4 2.1 1.4 1.6
GFZ RL04 DDK3 1.8 1.4 1.2 1.9 1.3 1.4
GFZ RL05 1.6 0.8 1.4 1.9 0.6 1.7
GFZ RL05 DDK5 1.6 0.8 1.4 1.8 0.6 1.7
DMT-1b 1.7 0.9 1.4 1.8 0.9 1.6
IJ05 3.4 2.5 2.2 3.4 2.4 2.4
ICE-5G 3.0 1.2 2.8 3.0 1.1 2.8
W12a 2.2 1.4 1.7 2.3 1.3 1.8
Riva09 2.1 1.6 1.4 2.2 1.5 1.7
ice shelves were ignored since the hydrostatic equilibrium
of the floating ice would not result in changes to the total
column mass. Therefore, the empirical GIA rates under the
ice shelves were estimated almost entirely from the GRACE
data, under the assumption that ocean mass changes in the
region were negligible.
In the ASE, the empirical models indicate higher rates of
uplift than those typically predicted in this area by the other
models based on ice history reconstruction. There are sev-
eral plausible reasons that might explain this signal. The first
is that genuine GIA uplift is taking place in this area, as sug-
gested by a recent study by Groh et al. (2012); however, the
in situ data used to validate the results of this study were de-
rived from only two seasonal GPS campaigns, so these data
have large uncertainty and need to be confirmed by addi-
tional long-term GPS measurements. The error analysis for
the combination approach, shown in Fig. 9c, produced a 1-σ
uncertainty level of approximately 2 mm yr−1 for the ASE,
making the 6+mm yr−1 uplift rates shown by all of the em-
pirical rates in Fig. 8 statistically significant (i.e., greater than
the 95 % confidence interval), providing additional evidence
that the uplift observed is real. The earlier results obtained
by Riva et al. (2009) do not show the same degree of uplift
in the ASE (see Supplement Fig. S6), even though a similar
technique was employed. The difference can be explained by
the fact that the new approach presented here considers firn
compaction and surface processes via the FDM and SMB
estimates from RACMO2. The Riva et al. (2009) study did
not account for any surface height or density change caused
by the sizeable amount of accumulation (> 10 cm yr−1, see
Fig. 6) that takes place in the ASE, and assigned all volume
loss a density of ice. Doing so generates a lower mass-loss
rate for the region; however, now that these surface processes
are taken into account, the altimetry-derived mass loss is
greater for the ASE, resulting in a positive mass offset when
compared to GRACE; this is interpreted as GIA uplift in the
inversion.
That the traditional models based on ice history recon-
struction do not show the same magnitude of signals as those
estimated from the empirical approach may be largely due
to the fact that these models do not typically consider ice
load changes that have occurred in the past 1000 years or so.
Nield et al. (2012) showed in their study that large, present-
day changes in ice loading can have a noticeable impact on
GIA uplift rates, particularly in regions of low viscosity, such
as the Antarctic Peninsula.
Naturally, there are other plausible explanations for the ob-
served uplift in the ASE. It is possible that the gridded ICE-
Sat height change maps may overestimate the total volume
loss in the ASE or that GRACE is underestimating the mass
loss. In either of these cases, the positive mass differential un-
accounted for would be interpreted as GIA uplift in the com-
bination. Alternatively, the SMB estimates could be over-
estimating the amount of accumulation in the region, again
causing the positive mass differential with what GRACE ob-
serves to be treated as GIA uplift. While no long-term GPS
vertical rates are currently available in the ASE, there have
been a handful of permanent stations recently installed which
will help validate these claims3. These future GPS measure-
ments should also help to clarify the magnitude and spatial
extent of the uplift, as some of the GIA solutions predict
more widespread uplift than others. In particular, the RL04-
based solutions tend to produce a larger extent of GIA uplift
over the ASE than the RL05-based solutions, while the RL05
solutions indicate more uplift over the FRIS.
3www.polenet.com
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In the Philippi/Denman (PD) sectors, the empirical GIA
rates show a stronger uplift pattern than those found in the
GIA models (Figs. 8 and Fig. S6 in the Supplement). It is
not believed that the estimated uplift is the result of any un-
modeled accumulation, as the ICESat and FDM results agree
well in this region and the positive mass anomaly in the area
is consistently observed in the GRACE solutions (Fig. 1),
in particular in the regularized solutions, which tend to have
higher spatial resolution. Also, the uncertainty analysis does
not suggest any unusual circumstances in the area. Unfortu-
nately, the comparisons with the GPS rates are inconclusive,
since the few stations in the area are located on the perimeter
of the region in question. As such, the presence of genuine
GIA uplift in the region will require more investigation be-
fore this can be confirmed.
As the methodology and comparisons described earlier
make use of a number of different biases, it is useful to review
these again for clarification. The first of the biases computed
was for the ICESat data, to correct for known systematic rate
offsets in the height measurements, and it was computed over
the LPZ under the assumption that very little surface height
change takes place there. Later, the LPZ is used again as a
calibration zone to estimate an offset observed in the em-
pirical GIA rates estimated from the combination approach.
The presence of this offset is likely due to factors inherent in
the data sets used, e.g., geocenter motion, C2,0, etc., which
can each introduce mm-level errors. The mean GIA uplift
rate (emphasis on “mean”) over the LPZ was assumed to be
much smaller than these errors, so an empirical LPZ GIA
bias was computed over this region for every empirical GIA
solution and subtracted. Therefore, any reference to the em-
pirical GIA solutions, including those in the tables and fig-
ures, imply that this LPZ GIA bias has already been removed.
A LPZ GIA bias was not computed or removed from any of
the modeled GIA data sets, as the reasoning behind the bias
calculation was only relevant to the empirically derived GIA
uplift estimates; however, a separate offset correction was ap-
plied for the GPS comparisons. This was because a system-
atic offset was observed between the modeled/empirical GIA
rates and those observed from the GPS stations, which was
presumably due to differences in processing, e.g., reference
frames and other effects. For this systematic offset, all GPS
stations were used, and a unique bias was computed for each
comparison made, with the intention of making the WRMS
comparisons as equivalent as possible. For the empirical GIA
rates this systematic bias was applied in addition to the LPZ
GIA bias, while for the modeled GIA data sets only the sys-
tematic bias was used.
Looking at the WRMS values in Table 3, most solutions
compare well with each other, with differences only at the
0.1–0.2 mm yr−1 level. Again, these were computed using
only the LPZ GIA bias calibration while taking into consid-
eration the uncertainty of both the GIA and GPS stations.
When examining Table 4, which only considers GPS station
uncertainties and removes an additional systematic bias term,
more variation in the results can be seen. The CSR RL04
DDK3 solution shows the lowest WRMS after the systematic
bias is removed at 1.1 mm yr−1, but the results of the other
regularized solutions for both RL04 and RL05 are compara-
ble, particularly for the 35-station set. It is interesting to note
that the RL04 solutions have a larger systematic bias correc-
tion than the RL05 solutions, which is likely due to the differ-
ence in reference frames used in the GPS and RL04 GRACE
data processing. In nearly all cases, the 29-station results are
lower than those of the 35-station set. When comparing the
empirical results to the model results, either with or without
the systematic bias removed, the empirical rates show consis-
tently lower values, with the W12a model having the closest
similarity in terms of WRMS.
Regarding the ice mass change estimates, the values for
all cases were relatively consistent. This is primarily a con-
sequence of the fact that the surface height change informa-
tion was fixed to that determined by the altimetry and FDM
data sets. In the combination, this essentially determines the
variability of the firn and ice layers, forcing any variation in
mass change seen by GRACE to go into the GIA estimates.
The average empirically derived ice mass change rate of
−100± 44 Gt yr−1 (EA: 5± 38, WA: −105± 22) from this
study falls within the 1-σ range of predictions over the en-
tire AIS from the recent IMBIE study (Shepherd et al., 2012)
for a similar time frame (−57± 50, October 2003–December
2008, using W12a and IJ05_R2; −137± 49 Gt yr−1 using
ICE-5G), as well as recent studies by Sasgen et al. (2013)
(−114± 23, 2003–2012), Jacob et al. (2012) (−165± 36, 1-
σ , using ICE-5G), and King et al. (2012) (−68.7± 17.5, us-
ing W12a). In EA, the empirical results were closest to Sas-
gen et al. (2013) (26± 13), and were still within 1-σ of
Shepherd et al. (2012) (35± 40), but showed differences with
King et al. (2012) (60.2± 12.8). Similarly, for WA, the em-
pirical GIA results were still within the 1-σ range of Shep-
herd et al. (2012) (−68± 23), but were more similar to those
from King et al. (2012) (−117.7± 9.2) and Sasgen et al.
(2013) (−116± 15).
6 Conclusions
This study revisited the approach developed by Riva et al.
(2009) for estimating present-day GIA and ice mass change
using a combination of satellite altimetry and gravimetry.
An updated and extended ICESat surface height change map
was combined with a range of different GRACE solutions,
along with an advanced regional atmospheric climate model
and associated FDM. New ICESat surface trends were com-
puted, for the first time over Antarctica, using an overlap-
ping footprint approach, complete with a custom set of cam-
paign biases. The FDM and SMB estimates derived from
RACMO2 addressed a key limitation in the earlier study
and enabled the combination approach to treat variations
in surface height and density due to firn compaction and
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other surface processes. Another key element of the analy-
sis was the calibration of the results to a low-precipitation
zone in East Antarctica, which helped reduce the impact of
the mm-level (unknown) biases inherent to the satellite in-
put data sets. Lastly, knowledge of the uncertainties for the
various input data sources provided the opportunity to gener-
ate realistic error assessments of both the GIA and ice mass
change estimates through formal error propagation methods.
The total empirical GIA mass change estimates for the AIS
ranged from 53 to 103 Gt yr−1 (EA: 33–60 Gt yr−1; WA: 18–
48 Gt yr−1), depending on the GRACE solution used, with an
estimated uncertainty of ±40 Gt yr−1 (EA: ±34; WA: ±21).
Over the time frame February 2003–October 2009, the corre-
sponding ice mass change averaged −100± 44 Gt yr−1 (EA:
5± 38 Gt yr−1, WA: −105± 22 Gt yr−1) across all solutions.
This makes the total Antarctic mass change (ice and solid
earth) over this 2003–2009 time frame range from 2 Gt yr−1
to −47 Gt yr−1. Furthermore, the mean total Antarctic mass
change for the RL04-based solutions is −8.4± 8.5 Gt yr−1,
and −39.8± 8.5 Gt yr−1 for RL05, highlighting the differ-
ences between the two data releases. The empirically derived
GIA rates show some noticeable differences to other recent
GIA models derived using the more traditional ice history
reconstruction approach, such as in the ASE and the PD sec-
tors, but also show many similarities, such as the general
subsidence in East Antarctica and uplift beneath the Ross
and Filchner Ronne Ice shelf. Some of the disagreement be-
tween forward-modeled and empirically derived uplift rates
may be due to the fact the forward GIA models do not typ-
ically consider ice load changes during the last 1000 years,
and this signal may be significant. The empirical GIA rates
generated from this approach showed good overall agree-
ment with an independent set of GPS-derived vertical rates,
although there are no long-term GPS records in some of the
suspected uplift zones, such as the ASE and PD sectors, so
the estimated vertical rates in these areas cannot currently be
verified. Nonetheless, the results from the combination ap-
proach demonstrate that the technique has the potential to
reduce the uncertainty surrounding both Antarctic GIA and
ice mass change estimates and provide new insights into the
impact that recent ice load changes may have on present-day
uplift rates.
Supplementary material related to this article is
available online at http://www.the-cryosphere.net/8/743/
2014/tc-8-743-2014-supplement.pdf.
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